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Ichigo Takano, a Japanese manga-ka who specializes in shoujo manga, is best known as the

creator of New York Times bestseller orange.

This is the first manga I ever bothered to read, and I'm so glad that I did. It teaches you to live life to

the fullest every day and not to live with any regrets. This manga really made my emotions go

haywire. It can be hilarious at one part and be so sad the second. Struggling with taking my own life,

this really brings the emotions back and how glad I am to be alive. Beautifully drawn, beautifully

written, this manga is truly a masterpiece, and should definitely be read. Please read it if you were

having second thoughts about it! It truly is a beautiful manga.(I added a picture of the manga and

then a side by side with the first complete collection!)

Orange is an incredibly beautiful and thoughtful story about love, regret and friendship. My biggest

complaint is that the series is over and I wish it had gone on much longer. Fortunately, there is an

anime that is currently streaming and is very true to the content of the manga thus far. I have shared

this manga with a few friends (men and women alike) and it has been met with high-praise from our

group. Lovely illustration, story-telling and characters.It is worth noting, this volume is only HALF



Orange. When I started it, I was so excited to have another large, omnibus style Orange to read.

About halfway through the book, the series concluded and because I hadn't realized the other half

of the book was a different story not involving the same characters or storyline, I was left reeling. I

appreciate the printers wanting to keep the books relatively similar in sizing and offer as much

content in this installation as the last, I just wish I had realized page one that was the case.

Very good series. As many have stated, only about half of this book has the original series, and the

rest is other content from the same author. Still very worth the read. I have read a lot of manga. A

LOT. And one of the things that bugs me the most is when an author doesn't know when to end a

series, dragging things on forever, adding pointless new characters to mix things up, and ultimately

adding about a 1/3 more content than the story wants to be good. Even more annoying is when they

run out of ideas and end up rushing the end. This manga is not either, which is a rare find indeed.

The pace was very good. The plot is compelling. The characters are believable and even likable.

These is even a good amount of food for thought. Ultimately, at the end, you do not feel as if you

have wasted your time, energy, and emotions. Refreshing, uplifting, insightful, emotional, fun. One

of the few manga I will be reading over and over again.

~4-4.5/5This series is both sweet and heartbreaking, at times. We know how this ends in one realm,

in one possibility, and at times we see how it follows the same path. It's hard to see all of the missed

opportunities, to know how it ends when you're too scared, and how it goes when, even knowing

that, it's hard to do something different. I can understand the hesitation, and yet it's still hard to see

her follow the past.When things start going different, when the letters aren't following what's

happening in real time, it's uplifting. It's nice to see when Naho and Kakeru are finally honest and

open with each other, and it actually goes in a good direction. It's also nice to see their friends

growing and supporting each other.After the main story ends, there are a few extra short stories,

featuring non-related characters, and they were cute and fun.I really enjoyed this short series, and

I'm looking forward to reading more by Takano.[More of my reviews are available on my blog,

Geeky Reading, to which there's a link on my profile.]

If you like romance and feels both then this is the story for you. Naho witch is the main character is

trying to save Kakeru from killing himself. In order to do that she writes herself a letter back to

before he does this. Basically like a message sent backwards like the lake house or something.

Anyways I read the story for this adorable character named Azusa Murasaka, she is the cutest and



her reaction to things are priceless. Anyways this was a cute and touching story. A must own and a

must read.

I loved this series. The series does end about 2/3 of the way through. It was definitely more than

half way through, as the other reviews state incorrectly. So I was surprised and happy that it was

longer than they suggested. I however did not like the filler story that the author included to make

this book be able to sell for $19.99 cover price. It was really weird and hard to follow most of the

time. But for the series "Orange," I was very intrigued and finished it in a couple of hours! I couldn't

put it down!

My husband and I loved this series. With this volume there are some translation errors every so

often unfortunately, but the story and the artwork are great! I would recommend this to anyone

wanting an easy to read manga that isn't anything paranormal or intense. It's basically a slice of life

story with a sci-fi twist of time travel.

Orange is a manga that really messes with your heart. As the story continues, you end up falling in

love with the characters and wonder how they are going to fix the dilemma they are facing. This

story ended up being one of my favorites, as it hits close to home. It is beautifully written and the art

style is amazing and pleasing to the eye. The volume itself came in top shape, no visible markings

anywhere on the book to suggest that it wasn't new. It was a great buy, and a great manga that I

would recommend to teenagers and up.
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